ayon

The New Age of Sound

Gecko
Prestige Series

Our entry level loudspeakers, the Geckos project the well known Ayon
sound with a natural, lively and exhilarating signature, featuring our
trademark innovative cabinet construction, premium drivers, optimized
crossover and ayon internal wiring.
Their advanced “inverted parabolic resonance correction system” technology
endow the Gecko with a realistic and emotionally moving sound which
usually is only available from much larger monitor designs.
Specifications:
Offering our advanced technologies at an economic price, the Geckos System - IPRCS
communicate music with candour, beauty and pint point realism.

Ayon Loudspeaker Design
Ayon loudspeakers are designed to provide open, dynamic, lifelike sound,
powerful bass, highly detailed ambient retrieval and tonal neutrality.
Combining high efficiency, linear impedance behaviour and minimal phase
distortion, they are equally suited for single-ended triode, tube or transistor
amplification. Synergistic design solutions and perfect craftsmanship make
them outstanding in more than one regard.

Cabinet
Driver Complement

Impedance
Sensitivity (1W / 1m)
Recommended Amp Power
Frequency Response
Single-Wire Terminal
Internal Wire – Ayon Audio

Innovative technologies, advanced design and the best available components
have been combined by our skilled designers to create loudspeakers which
embody "The New Age of Sound" in audio technology.

2-way
Inverted parabolic resonance
correction system
Resonance optimized
1" Silk calotte Tweeter / Ayon
7" Paper silicate-coated Woofer / Ayon
8 Ohm
90 dB
20 - 150 Watt
38 Hz - 23 kHz / -3 dB
WBT-Goldline
Harmonically signal flow distance
wiring

Recommended connection (+)
8 Ohm
for tube amps (4, 8, 16 Ohm)
Dimensions (HxWxD)
39,5x26x34 cm
Weight
15
kg
The combination of highest quality components, technological breakthroughs
and uncompromising manufacturing standards represent a unique
C a b i n e t f i n i s h: black piano
price/performance ratio in the market
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